TEAM BRAD
AND

BIOBUG
Biodiesel. Aliens. Road Trip.

By the Biodiesel Education Program

Earth, present day.

It used to be normal. At least, normal-ish.
There was more and more carbon
in the air, but it wasn’t deadly.

It turns out, it didn’t need to be deadly...
....To attract aliens.

The aliens loved carbon dust—fossil fuels from deep underground.

They ate, and ate, and ate, and didn’t leave.

The aliens are still hungry, still looking for black carbon clouds and dust. No one can use
anything with a lot of carbon—no cars, trucks, or airplanes—or they risk an alien attack.

No one can travel farther than they can walk.
The earth is sad and gray. Everyone
feels stuck. Everyone is afraid.

Well, almost everyone.
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KEEP AWAY

Team Brad

Delivery Service

Hey Chad! I’m back!
Hey Brian! How did it go?
Great! Finished all
deliveries with sunlight
to spare. Anything come
in while I was out?

Two packages. But we
can get them tomorrow.

Are you sure?

We’ll have time.
Besides, it’s not
worth risking an
alien attack.

Oh, come on. Everyone knows they
only come out for carbon clouds.
Can you believe that? Gross!
Really gross. I’m going to
go put my bike away.
Okay.
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You found this in the basket?
Chad, come take a look at this!

Yes.
Who dropped
it off?

Team Brad

Delivery Service

I didn’t see.
Chad, look where
it’s addressed to!

Woah.That
That isiswaaaaay
Woah.
waaaay
from here.
farfarfrom
here.

I know,I know,
right?
There’s
right? There’s
no way
I
could
get
no way I could getthere
there on
my bike.
Whoever
on my bike.
Whoever
dropped this off must have
dropped
this
been
off off
theirmust
rocker!
have been off their rocker!

It’s too far by bike...

Yes...

...But Team Brad has never
NOT delivered a package!

What do you mean?

I mean...
...well...
...the truck still works...

Are you crazy? We’d be caught
by aliens in 10 seconds flat!

I just wish there was a way to
drive without being alien bait.

Tell you what. Before I head home
tonight, I’ll make us some potato chips!
...If we have enough
vegetable oil, of course.

I know, I know.
*sigh*
I’ve just been
missing driving for
a while, and...

Don’t sweat it, buddy.
There’s nothing we
can do about it.

I always burn myself with cooking oil.

It gets so hot!

EUREKA!

The truck?

What’s up?

We’ll use cooking
oil as a diesel fuel!

I know how we’ll
do it—how we’ll
use the truck!

Think about it! Like diesel, You can burn it for
energy. But it won’t make carbon dust or clouds!
Cooking oil?
Chad, will
that work?

It has to! Come on, Brian,
Team Brad has delivered
every package—we can’t
stop now! What do you say?

I’m in.

Let’s get ‘er road ready!

After some minor repairs...

Team Brad’s Delivery Service

Team Brad’s Delivery Service

We Deliver Every Package!

We Deliver Every Package!

Come in, we’re
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Can you believe it?
We’ve been on the
road an hour, and no
alien has attacked us!

!

Let’s keep it
that way.

!

You had to say
something,
didn’t you?

Just...
act...
natural...

It didn’t even see us!

Whew!

KA-THUNK!

Whatever this
stuff is doing,
it really works!

*sigh*...

Well, the engine’s pretty damaged.
If we can’t repair it soon, we’re toast.

How far do you think we’ll make it?

A few miles. Maybe.
Looks like cooking oil is
a good emergency fuel,
but really ruins an
engine long-term.

We have to keep going.
Could we find another truck?
Why? So we could ruin it
with more vegetable oil?
Good point.
Let’s drive on. Maybe this
truck will last long enough.

I wish I had your confidence.

Not much later...

KA-THUNK!

Okay, I think it’s officially dead now.

At least we picked a
good place to stop!

I don’t know...it don’t
think anyone’s been
in that shop for years.

Hello?

Beakers, reactor,
barrels, chemicals...

Woah. It’s like a mad
science lab in here.

?

I’ll say.

What’s this?

What’s Bye-O-deezel?

I’m not sure.

Biodiesel
Recipe
Brian, please tell
me you just
said “I know”

I know!

Nope.

Okay, we’re going to
turn around slowly...

HI-YA!
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There’s no one here.

I’m here!

The car is
talking, Brian.
Yes, but cars aren’t
supposed to be
talking, Chad.

Hey!

AAAAAAAAAAAAAA
BONK

Well, that was interesting.

You talk?
You’re a talking car?
My name’s Biobug.
It’s nice to meet you!
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How long have
you been talking?

Come to think of it, I’m not
entirely sure how I got here...

Forever! Well—I’m not sure.
I’ve been asleep in this shed
an awfully long time.

But you know about—
uh—Bye-O-deezel?

Biodiesel, yes. It’s my food; it’s kind of
like normal diesel— I’m a diesel car—
but it’s made out of different stuff.

Oh....cooking grease, animal fats,
different oils, that kind of thing.

What kind of stuff?

Well, Biobug, cooking oil
is what got us into this
mess in the first place.

Oh yeah! Any
chance you know
how to repair an
old truck engine?

Well, that’s great.
Um...no. Sorry.
What are we
going to do?

We’re going to
have to give up.
It’s all we can do.
Aww, c’mon Chad,
we’ve come so far!

Can I help?

Thanks Biobug, but we don’t
have any biodiesel, and even if
we did, there’s kind of an
alien invasion going on.
What? Aliens?

Since when have we had aliens?

For a little while.
Brian, can I see
that package? We
need to mark it
“return to sender”.

Sure.

Whoops!

CRASH!

...Sorry.
Let’s just clean it...

...up
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We have to deliver
this package, Chad!
This is the future
we’re talking about!

Are you seeing
what I’m seeing?
With my own two eyes!

I agree, but...

Whoever sent this
package is trying to
stop the aliens!

Our truck is broken, our friend
only runs on Bye-O-deezel—
Biodiesel.
—right, and we have
carbon-hungry aliens
on the loose!

Carbon hungry? But—
biodiesel doesn’t make
carbon clouds like diesel.

It doesn’t?
No—it doesn’t use carbon
that was buried underground,
so it doesn’t put out so much
pollution like diesel does.

We’re going to get rid of the aliens!
We’re going to get rid of the aliens!
We still don’t have
any biodiesel, though.

No more alieeeeeeeeeeens!
Could you make some biodiesel?
How?
You need oil, an alcohol,
and a catalyst.
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I think I know what to do next.

Ok, check. What next?
Oh, um....
....it’s been a long time...
Hey, Chad...

Biodiesel
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Step 1: Safety First.

Step 2: Heat the oil in the reactor.

Step 3: Add alcohol and catalyst.

Step 4: Let it sit for a while.
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Step 5: Pull off the glycerol layer from the reactor.
What is glycerol?

It’s a substance that used in
a ton of things—soap, for instance.
Oh. Weird.

Step 6: Wash the biodiesel with water.

Step 7: Run some tests.

Step 8: Make sure you’re testing the
biodiesel sample, not the catalyst one.
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Step 9: Store it.

Step 10: It’s ready to go!

BIODIESEL

BIODIESEL

Guys, I think we’re
in business.

BIODIESEL

We about ready?

Yep! I fueled up Biobug,
and I’ m bringing some
extra oil, supplies, and
tools, just in case.

Thanks for helping
us, Biobug.
Honestly? No.

No problem.
Cool.

Think this will work?

Here goes nothing!
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Hours and hours later...
Well—we’re still alive.
No aliens—not even sightings!

Did you think we’d
run into aliens?
Well...yes.
After all, the fuel still has
“diesel” in its name.

Biodiesel is a diesel fuel, all right, but it sounds
like the aliens only like the stuff that makes
carbon clouds—fossil fuels from deep
underground. Biodiesel doesn’t use that.

But biodiesel’s made of plants,
and aren’t plants from the ground?

The carbon cycle?
Yes, it’s a natural cycle...

Yes, but they aren’t
millions of years old.
Biodiesel’s part of
the carbon cycle.

Plants store the carbon from
the air that they use to grow.

We crush the plant seeds
for oil, and turn it into biodiesel.

And when we burn the oil, the
carbon goes back into the air.
It’s a natural cycle.

No, regular diesel is from deep underground.
Too much burned at once makes pollution.

But regular diesel isn’t?

And attracts aliens.
Yeah. Bummer.
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Zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
ZzzzZzzzzzz

Zzzz—
WHAT ON EARTH!

D
BRIAN, CHA
WAKE UP!

BUT NOW’S THE TIME TO HOP FOR YOUR LIFE!

How—What—?
How did they
find us?
I don’t know...

—pant—
We’re not going to make it to the Bug in time!

G!

SPROOOIN

Hold on Guys!

I’m coming for you!

THWOP!

Floor it, Biobug!

IDAHO
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IIIP!

I’m going as fast...
Isn’t there
a way to
go faster?

Bug, they’re
gaining on us!

...as I can!
THWAP!

?

Well, we’ve
got to do
something!

Is there
anything we
can use back
here to—

Marshmallows?

SMA
CK!

Why do we
even have
marshmallows?

Well, it’s what
we’ve got
right now.

Well, I knew
we’d be
camping so I
just figured...

FIRE AWAY!

We’re
doomed.

SPLAT!

EAT MARSHMALLOW!

I think we got them all.

Yes?

Brian?

Pass me a marsh.
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TASTE GELATIN!

ROOOAAR

Whew!

After a night of driving...
Good morning.
*Groan*

The aliens could
have at least let us
get a little sleep.

They shouldn’t be!
I mean, I wasn’t even running
when they found us!

Biobug, I don’t get it.
I thought the aliens
weren’t attracted to
this fuel?

Biobug’s right—
Last night, they
weren’t trying
to eat any dust.
What else
would they
be doing?
Um—it kind of looked like
they were going for us.

But why would
they be after us?

That’s something
I don’t—
BIOBUG, STOP!

SCRE

EECH

What—?
What’s going on?
We have to get
out—follow me!

I don’t believe it...

!

I have a feeling
we need to take
another look at
that package.

That’s the bridge
we were supposed
to take!
I don’t get it! How
did they find us?

Back at the Biobug...

for deli

I thought so!

very

The aliens must have
known about the
package and put a
tracker inside.

Heeeeere, squirrely squirrely.

Well, that’s just great.
We still have to cross the river,
and now aliens are blocking
the only bridge for 100 miles!

Is there another way across?
Just an old ferry. But it
hasn’t been run in ages,
and besides, we’d just
attract more aliens.

What if we ran it with biodiesel?

Bug, not everything’s a
biodiesel car like you.
This ferry was meant
for regular diesel.

I’m not a biodiesel car— I’m a
regular car that runs biodiesel.
My engine has never been
modified—it doesn’t need to
be to run biodiesel.

Seriously? You’re
a regular car?
Yep. The fuel is
designed to be used
without changing
the engine.

What are we waiting for?
Let’s go catch a ferry!
Yes!

Ferry is filled up
and ready to go.

There’s one problem...
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It’s always something!

warning

ferry weight limit
one car, one passenger only
We’re about one person
over the weight limit.
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You should take Biobug
on the ferry and go.
Are you sure?

I’ll find another way.
Maybe there’s a rowboat
around here or something.
IDAHO
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Be safe, Brian!
Meet you on
the other side!

IDAHO
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All right...looking for a raft...
looking for a raft...

!
Oh, you have got
to be kidding me.

How did they
find us again?

IDAHO
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I’ve got to stop them
before they reach
Chad and Biobug!

This is ridiculous!
How can I stop them
when I’m on land? And
where did they even
get a...

On the ferry...

Long ferry ride, huh?

Yep.

...boat
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So....watch any sports?

I watch NASCAR sometimes.
Do you like races?
Uh, no...
...not really.

Oh, ok.
No problem.

We just fill ‘er up
on a little biodiesel...

SEL

DIE

BIO

And they won’t
be able to tell I’m coming!
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So far, so good!

So...you see your
family much?

Uh...I’m a car.
Oh. Right.

They’re starting
to gain on me!

But maybe I can
lose them in here!

WOAH!

That was close!

Ha! I did it!

I love music!
80s hits, classic rock...
Uh... do you listen
to any music?

No way!
I love classic rock too!

We should get a playlist
going one of these days.

I listen to it
all the time!

Agreed!

Not this!

Why don’t you
pick on somebody
your own slime?

Woah!

UGH!

Abandon Ship!

!

!

! ! !

Hey Brian!
What took you so long?
There was a...
complication!

Oh no!
What?
What is it!

What’s important is
that we’re safe at...

Some of the biodiesel
spilled into the river!

What will that do to the...

...fish?

Huh—I guess it
doesn’t hurt them!

You know, the further we go
along, the more I like this fuel.

Let’s move out!

Several adventures later...
Wake up!

ZZzzZZZzzzzZZZZZZZ

I think we’re here!

DI
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All right, we deliver
the package, we
skeedaddle on out.
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G!

Creeeak

Agreed.

Biobug!
Hello sir, we’re...

?

Biobug! I’ve missed
you so much!
Professor?

?

Brian, Chad, meet Professor Gage.
He was my former owner!

Um—you two
know each other?

That’s right! Biobug
belonged to me and my
research partner, Dr. Sharpe.

When my partner
left to go research
the aliens, she took
Biobug with her!

So, Bug, how is Dr. Sharpe?
Um—about that...

I don’t remember.

Inside...

We found Biobug inside
a dusty old workshop.

Bug had been there
for some time. No
one else was there.

I just hope nothing
terrible happened
to Dr. Sharpe.

The reason we
came here is to
deliver this package.

Package?

Team Brad Delivery
at your service!

GASP!

This is from her!
This is from
Dr. Sharpe!

Dr. Sharpe left to
find a weakness
in the aliens.

What do you mean?

She said that she wouldn’t come back until
she found a way to get them off the planet.
photo-senstive
eyes

tentacle

Where the ringleader goes, the rest follow.
And they won’t leave until the ringleader leaves.

hive mind
You see, her research found out
that all of the aliens follow one
big alien...kind of a ringleader.

The papers!
My partner didn’t
know why the
ringleader had
stayed so long.
She wanted to find
a way get rid of
it once and for all.

Make yourselves at
home. I’m not coming
out until I have the
papers decoded.

1 pizza, 6 cups of ice cream,
and 2 energy drinks later...

I’ve got it!

Got what?

Precisely. Somewhere
encoded in these
papers must be
the answers.

She figured out where the
ringleader is and how to defeat
it with a “shutdown code”.
There’s even blueprints!

Um—that’s kind of vague.

She says once the location is reached,
the shutdown code must be entered...
and then the ringleader leaves!

Yeah! Where is the code entered?
How does the ringleader leave?

Well, we wish you the
best of luck with that!

Me? But I can’t
carry this out...

...Why not?

Um....she doesn’t really
say. Maybe it’s clear
when you get there?

Yeah! Great
meeting you,
hope your
plan works!

Because the aliens already
know who I am! That’s why
my partner left and not me
—her cover wasn’t blown!

It’s always something!

It’s up to you two...with
Biobug, you can go to the
alien headquarters and
get rid of the aliens!

Sir, with all due respect, it’s a
miracle we made it this far!

Well, it’s a good
thing I’m not out.

And besides,
we’re almost out
of biodiesel!

...to my lab!
Welcome...

As you can see, I make
biodiesel out of all kinds of oils.

Woah!

Lab Safety

Be Alert

In fact, what you
use to make the
fuel actually
affects how it
looks and works!

Yes! I’m holding
coconut fuel...
it smells like
tropical perfume.

Lab Safety

That’s awesome.

Be Alert

Be Alert

Really?

Yes. And you’re
holding waste
oil fuel, which
is even better
for the air since
it’s recycled.

Uh...that’s the
fuel we made
from mashed-up
fly guts.

Lab Safety

Lab Safety

Be Alert

What type of fuel
am I holding?

From canola to soybean,
from algae to chicken
fat, if it’s oily, we can
probably make it fuel.

Well, at least this will
last us the journey.

Agreed.

All right,
so here’s the plan...

Later...
And we’re off, on possibly
the last adventure!

Aw, don’t be
negative. The
professor’s plan
is a good one!
Oh, I guess so.

I’m not so
comfortable with it.

What’s the
matter, Biobug?

Well, his plan takes
us right through a
snowy mountain pass.

I’m worried because
sometimes biodiesel
freezes when it
gets too cold.

Don’t worry about it, Bug.
We talked to the professor.
We’ll drive in the day and
spend nights in a cave
to keep you warm.

What’s a cloud point?
It’s the temperature
where the fuel
starts to freeze.

Let’s hope that’s cold enough.
We’re almost there.

We also gave you
a biodiesel with a
low cloud point
and an additive
so it won’t freeze.

We’ve got you special
canola biodiesel. The
cloud point is -3.3°C.

Brrrrrrr!

You okay, Bug?
Y-Yes but I’m
f-freezing out here.

Hold on, Bug, I can
see a cave up ahead.
We can spend the
night there.

Much! This is nice and toasty.
Whew! Feeling better, Biobug?

I’m glad the fuel held
out in the cold.

Tomorrow we have the
narrowest part of
the mountain pass.

When it comes
to driving, no car
can beat Biobug.
We’ll be okay.

Goodnight Chad.
Goodnight Brian.

Goodnight Biobug.
Goodnight Chad.

Goodnight Brian.
Goodnight Biobug.

The next day...
Whew! When you said
narrow, you weren’t kidding!

We’ll have to be really
careful going across there.

Nice and slow.
No hurry.

Um...guys?
I can’t go across the
ridge and fight aliens
at the same time!

You won’t have to.
Brian, take Biobug
across. I’ll deal with
our friends.

What! Chad,
are you sure?

Absolutely. It’ll
be a piece of cake.

Especially since I never
leave home without
my snowboard.

Good luck Chad!

All right, if I were some
carbon-dust-hungry
aliens, where
would I be?

Whoops!
Guess I foun

d out!

This is where it
gets interesting.

Don’t panic.
Don’t panic.
Don’t panic.

I’m not panicking.
I know, but I am!

Ok, these guys
are pretty fast...

...but not very
graceful.

Just need to make
one or two of ‘em trip.

Huh! Pretty good, if
I do say so myself.

WHA

M!

What’s tha
t so

und?

Deep breaths,
deep breaths.

You’re a car.
You don’t breathe.
I’m doing this
for your benefit.

Funny—I haven’t
seen an alien in a...

...while...

Well, that’s an issue.

This...

...may not...
...end well!

We made it!
See, that wasn’t
so bad!

Oops!

BUMP!

Ruuumble

I think this way starts
off the mountain.

Ok, evasive manuevers
aren’t working.

And I’m almost out of snow!

Ruuumble

SWOOSH

Not good,
not good,
not good!

WHOOSH!

Just in the nick of time!

You did it!
You made it!
Well, I had a
little help from
an avalanche.

heheh...
How fortunate.

Well, it isn’t much
further now. The
worst should be
behind us!

I hope so Biobug...
I hope so...
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We’re getting really
close to the city
where the alien HQ is.

We’re getting low
on food, though.

Just a few
miles to go!

Don’t I know it.
I’m really missing
the marshmallows
we chucked at
the aliens.

Roasted zucchini slice just
doesn’t have the same appeal.

I think there’s a store a
few miles outside of
the city. Maybe you
could grab a snack?

Used cooking oil is the stuff leftover
from kitchens after they make the
food. Since it’s already been used for
one thing, it’s extra recycled.

Sounds good.
While we’re at it, we’ll
fill you up with used
cooking oil biodiesel.

Why the switch?

Oh! I get it. Extra recyclable
hopefully means extra sneaky
when it comes to the aliens.

That’s the goal, anyway.
Your zucchini is on fire.

The day after...

ZOOM

-MART

Beef jerky, here I come!

I haven’t seen you
two around here.
We’re new
to town.

Actually, we’re
headed to the
next town over.

Next town over? That’s
quite a ways to go.
Definitely.
That’s why
we’re driving.

BEEP!

Say hi,
Biobug!

So what are you two folks
up to in the next town over?

EXIT

EXIT

Uh...business
trip. It’s hard
to explain.

vcec alert

I see.

TSHH

EXIT

Your total is $26.93

26.93
Energy Drink...6ct
...........................
Taco Mix..........1ct
...........................
Gummy Worms.1ct
...........................

EXIT

BEEP!

That’s Bug’s panic alarm!

What on earth...?

BEEP!

BEEP!

BEEP!
BEEP!

BEEP!
BEEP!

26.93

BEEP!

BEEP!

Energy Drink...6ct
...........................
Taco Mix..........1ct
...........................
Gummy Worms.1ct
...........................

BEEP!

BEEP!

EXIT

HEY!
26.93
Energy Drink...6ct
...........................
Taco Mix..........1ct
...........................
Gummy Worms.1ct
...........................

CLICK

What on earth
is going on?

What’s the
meaning of this?

Where’s Biobug?

Your car is safe.
But Melissa
and I will
ask the
questions
here.

Exactly, Sara.
Let’s start:
Why are you
two helping
the aliens?

Well, that’s easy!
Cuz we’re NOT!

Oh really!
You’re going to
the biggest alien
town around
AND driving
without being
attacked!

Sounds like
you worked
out a pretty
sweet deal
with the
aliens.

We’re not
working
with the aliens
—we’re trying
to stop them!

We’re not
being attacked
because Biobug
uses biodiesel
—it’s a diesel
fuel that doesn’t
put out
carbon dust!

What do you mean,
biodiesel?

It’s a long story.
Maybe I’d better explain...
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One long story later...

You see,
we have to
get to the
alien HQ so
we can shut
them down.

We believe
you, but
there’s
a problem.

I’ll show you—
follow me.

It’s this way.
To garage

Take these and
look though
the window.

A blockade!

No! If we can’t get
into that town,
we’re finished!

To garage

NOODLES

10:05

POPCORN

HANDs OFf
my puDDINg
—SkylAR

POTATO

REHEAT

COOK | HEAT | WARM
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Milk!!!
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STOP
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NOODLES

Ice Cream

NOODLES

NOODLES

KLEENex

NOODLES

Mini Muffins
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Also more towels
MINI MUFFINS

If you could get into
that town, do you think
your plan would work?
I thought so! But
it doesn’t matter
—we didn’t plan for
a frontier check!

Well, lucky for
you, you came
to the
right place.

SL

AM

!

HEY GUYS!

To garage
10:05

POPCORN

HANDs OFf
my puDDINg
—SkylAR

Milk!!!

REHEAT

Ice Cream

KLEENex
Also more towels
MINI MUFFINS

BAKE | TIME | MAKE
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2

NOODLES

NOODLES

3

4

5

7

8

9

START

0

STOP
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NOODLES

NOODLES

NOODLES

NOODLES

Mini Muffins

Meet the VCEC—
the Vandal Clean
Energy Club.

POTATO

COOK | HEAT | WARM

NOODLES
Shopping List

We’re an club dedicated
to sabotaging the aliens.
We use clean energy to
sneak around, mess up
their stuff, and sneak back.

It’s quite
a process...

That is SO COOL!
How do you do it?

We use water and
solar power to run
our facility.

...that we dug
with a solar
power drill.

So you could get
us and Biobug
into town?

When planning a raid, we drive
an electric car to the checkpoint
so they won’t notice us.

We ruin
a few
things...

Once we’re there, 1 or 2
of us will use the tunnel...

...then we come back!

You guys—yes.
Your car—no.
The tunnel
isn’t even big
enough for the
electric car.

But—that won’t
work. Biobug is
essential for the
plan to work.

I’m sorry—
the tunnel isn’t
big enough.
There isn’t
another way.
Unless, Melissa...

Unless?
Unless we pull a
Boom—and—Zoom.

We can’t pull a Boom—and—Zoom!
A
Boom—and
—Zoom?
What’s a
Boom—and
—Zoom?
A very, very dangerous
plan we scrapped before
making the tunnel.

It would take a miracle
for the Boom—and
—Zoom to work—and
even if it did, we don’t
have the energy to
do it. We’re barely
getting by as it is!

Well, what other
choice do we have?

Um—if it’s energy
you need, we
have a ton of
extra biodiesel.

Oh, we are totally doing
a Boom—and—Zoom!

A ton? How much?

I have a terrible
feeling about this.

About six trucks worth.

Yes!

HANDs OFf
my puDDINg
—SkylAR

HANDs OFf
my puDDINg
—SkylAR

Shopping List

Shopping List

Milk!!!

Milk!!!

Mini Muffins

Mini Muffins

Ice Cream

Ice Cream

KLEENex

KLEENex

Also more towels

Also more towels

MINI MUFFINS

MINI MUFFINS

Ok, here’s the plan...

First, we’re going to try and thin out the guards.
Fauwial, Skylar, take some diesel and go for a joyride.

I thought they’d
never ask!

SCREEEEEE

Hey Jellyfish Brains!
I hope you’re hungry...
Cuz you’re about
to eat our dust!

RMMMMM!

Whee!

That will get rid of a few of them. Next,
Adrien and Addie will use the tunnel so they
can head to the checkpoint from the back.

Looks like we have
a ways to go.

N�A�E�T C�T� 1� M�L�S

No worries.
I brought snacks!

Sweet!
MILE

0

Kym and Dylan will get to the
checkpoint from the front.
Once both teams are
in position, it will be
time to create a little
pandemonium...

Did you do it?
I think so!

FWOOOSH!

That’s our cue. Are
the charges set?

Oh, no! It looks like
someone tripped the
automatic sprinkler system!
Just a minute...

Ready?
Ready.
TCSHH

BOOM!

That’ll send the fence guards running.

...which will give Sara and I time to cut a
hole in the fence for Biobug, Brian, and Chad.
Excellent!
Diesel Generator’s
powered up!

BZZZT!

Skylar and Fauwial will fill up with biodiesel
once they run out of regular diesel...

...and sneak away!

Good luck you three!
How can we
ever thank you?

That’s easy—
get rid of the aliens.
We’ve got to go back
for the rest of the VCEC.
I hope we see you
guys soon!

Goodbye!

Thank you!

See you later!

I really hope we
see them again.

Me too.

Me too, Brian.

IDAHO

BIOBUG
FAMOUS POTATOES

Many hours later...

Boy! It’s smoggy
out here.

It’s funny—so far this has
been the only smoggy
part of the trip.

Why is that funny?

Well, you would think
the aliens would stay in
this area, where their
food is easy to find...

Hold up, Bug.

...and not be chasing us
around in the cleaner air.

Whew! That was close!

I’m guessing that the
closer we get to the
ringleader, the more
aliens we’ll see.

Let’s see what
we’re up against.

We going up there?

Looks like it.

Who are we kidding? How
will we get up there—
we’re two people and a
car against an alien army!

I know, I know.
We have to—

What are you
two doing?

Don’t you know
it’s dangerous
to be out here?

You—you’re
human.
Of course.
We just thought
there wouldn’t
be any humans
left in this city.

Well, there aren’t many
left, I can tell you that.
Not with those aliens
making such a mess....I’m
Chester. What are you
two doing here?

We’re going to
stop the aliens!

You want to
get to rid of
the aliens?

Exactly. We have
a way to shutdown
whatever is keeping
the alien boss here.

...and bring back
the clear skies...

We need a way to
the tower’s top floor.

How can I help?

That’s where
the ringleader is.
That won’t be easy,
but I know the
building. Follow me!

Biobug, stay low and
out of sight. We’ll be
back soon.
Stay safe, you two!

That’s the entrance.
How will we get in?
Follow my lead.

My heart is
going a million
miles an hour.

The elevator—this way.

What’s next?

VISION
IT TAKES SIGHT TO ACHIEVE GOALS

2

3

Office Party Sign Up
Chips
Drinks

Copier Guy
555-5555

Cookies
Brownies

Management Notice:

Hot Dogs
Hot Dog Buns
Ketchup & Mustard
Salad
Cups & Napkins

Certain incidents have come to
our attention including
-word processor hacking
-tampering with bulletin posts
-petty theft
-other unacceptable “jokes”
a reminder that Pool pranks
will not be tolerated.
thank you.
-management

Congrats to
Our
Newest Poo
l Manager!

WHO!! left thes
e in
the break room
?!

4

missing!

favorite swim trunks
last seen: office party that was
apparently *not* a pool party

reward 555-5555

OFFICE

Pool Pa
rty Remin
de
Emerge
ncy Room r:
#
in break
room

At least
now we’re
almost there!

Not quite—this
elevator only goes
to the second-to-last
floor. We’ll have
to take the stairs
from there.

ISO: Techical Assistance
Word Processor autocorrects word “office”
to word “pool”. Appreciate any help. 4th Floor.

I love this song!

Brian, focus.

OPEN
Directory
Cafe............................................Y

FWOOSH

Carefully, now...

Storage....................................B
Printer.......................................F
Parking....................................S
Main Pool...............................D
Supply.....................................C

You know what
I don’t get?

But if they aren’t coming
from down here...

There were a ton of
swirly carbon doom
clouds coming from
the building—but
so far, none inside!

Yeah, you’re right!

What?

Then they must
be coming from
the top floor!

This is it guys—the
top floor. Sure you
want to do this?
We’ve come
so far...

Ok...

At this point it’s
not really a choice.

SHUTDOWN

Woah.
That’s one
big alien.

Start
sneaking
to the
shutdown
panel.
I’ll distract
the alien!

Chad?
This is too easy.
Yes Brian?
I know, Brian.

...around!

SCREEE!
But maybe our luck
is finally turning...

What just
happened?

Hey guys. So
sorry about this.
We just got captured
is what happened.

Chester?
But—but
you’re
a human!

Oh yes—I’m a human.
In fact, I was a pretty
important human.

All day long I’d write stories
about how the pollution was
getting worse and worse...

My name was Chester
Sullivan, and I was an
environmental reporter.

And all day long I’d be thrown
out by the people creating it
who refused to take the blame.

THWOK

JAM

But then...

The aliens came.

Suddenly there were
consequences for those
who refused to listen!
And yet, still no
one would shoulder
the blame!

STO

P

I knew who was responsible. And so, I couldn’t let the
aliens just leave when they were out of carbon dust.

So I built this tower—
a carbon-burning
paradise for alien kind!

But as long as this tower
stands, the aliens will never
leave! Those responsible
for the pollution will
suffer as they refuse
to blame themselves!

Of course, there were a few hiccups.
I had to lock away a very pesky
Dr. Sharpe who was getting close
to discovering my secret.

I hate to derail
the crazy train, but
there’s one problem
in your plan.
Oh? What’s that?

The VCEC already tipped us off that
you were working for the aliens.

We knew there was no way we could
sneak past the guards up to the top
of the tower by ourselves.

Our only hope was
to take you by surprise.

Some surprise.
You’re in a
holding cell!

Well, every good surprise
needs a distraction.

A distraction?
A distraction for what?

!

H
CRAS

For that.

Biobug is on the scene!

Hold on, guys!

RAM!

Great job, Biobug!

Quick, get to the shutdown panel!

Not so fast!

Ringleader, attack!

ROOOOAR!

Everybody scatter!

Yikes!
Hey, watch it!

I’m almost there,
I can make it!

Oh no!

Oh no oh no
oh no oh no
Oh no!

I can’t believe
I’m doing this.

Hey!
Leave him alone!

CRUNCH!

ROOOAR

Quick!
No time to lose!

Stay back!

WHACK!
Thanks Bug!

Remember to—AUGH!

Do you have the shutdown code?

Yes!
BUG!

We memorized it!
SHUTDOWN

SHUTDOWN

Guys, type it in quick!

Type it in,
type it in!

I am, I am!

And, enter!
Uh, Chad?

It’s not working!

It’s jammed!

What are we
going to do?

You’re finished.
As long as this tower
keeps burning carbon, the
aliens will never leave.

SHUTDOWN

That’s it!

Burning carbon...

What’s it?

SHUTDOWN

SHUTDOWN

We don’t need to shut
off the machine—we
just need to it stop
burning carbon!
What would it
burn instead?

SHUTDOWN

Biobug! We need a
biodiesel canister!

SHUTDOWN

SLAM!

Give me a second!

Bug!

Catch!

SPROING!

BI

OD

IES

EL

BONK!

BIOD

IESE

L

BIODIESEL

BIODIESEL

Think this will work?

Honestly? No.

Cool.

WAIT!
If you do this, the
people who messed
everything up will
never accept the blame!

BIO

DIE

SEL

You don’t get
it, do you?
It’s not about
dealing out
blame...

BIOD

IESEL

Please work, please work,
please work...

It’s about solving
the problem!

BIODI

ESEL

FOOM!

COUGH!
COUGH!

ROAR!

What is it doing?

I don’t know!

CRASH!

ROOOAR

It’s gathering
up the aliens!

YES!

ZOOM
Not too far away...

-MART

Nice work, guys.

Can you believe this?
I am freaking out!

Celebrate while you can.

We’ve messed up the air once.
We can do it again. The aliens will
be back very, very soon.

I think we know
a few ways to keep
that from happening.

Earth, present day.

It’s been through some changes.

STOP
STOP

No 5 BIODIESEL BUS FLEET

No 5 BIODIESEL BUS FLEET

And although it’s not perfect...

It’s a little more, well...

breathable.

Team ! Brad

L
Delivery
Service
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IOD
B

Team ! Brad

L
Delivery
Service
IESE
IOD
B

We are
CLOSED
for
VACATION!!!

We are
CLOSED
for
VACATION!!!

Of course, we’ve had
a lot of help from our
newest business partner.

That year
went by fast!
No kidding!
This is our first
vacation since
we reopened!

It’s been a blast!

Sunglasses?
Check.
Water Bottle?
Check.
Towel?
Check.
Biodiesel?
Check, 10-4 and roger that.

Let’s do this.
Where to, guys?

The sunset sounds pretty good right now, Biobug.

End.

About the Biodiesel Education Program
The Biodiesel Education program focuses on educational programs which support advances in infrastructure, technology
transfer, fuel quality, fuel safety and increasing feedstock production of biodiesel fuel.
At the University of Idaho, the Biodiesel Education Program is
based out of the department of Biological Engineering. We make
biodiesel out of waste oil from the campus kitchens to fuel
campus vehicles including our 2001 TDI VW Beetle...better known
as the Biobug!
For more information and/or to request a tour of our lab, visit our
website at www.biodieseleducation.org
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ADVENTURE
AWAITS!
After aliens invade, the earth is pretty bleak...
that is, until deliverymen Brian and Chad
(Team Brad) get a mysterious package with a
clue to stop the intruders! Join Team Brad
and their talking biodiesel car, Biobug, on an
exciting road trip where biofuels may just be
the key to a brighter, alien-free future!

